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Developments in Norway since the XIV Nordic Copyright Symposium in Helsingør 2012   

Advokat Astri M. Lund   

1.    Introduction in the Copyright Act of a new Chapter 7a: Special measures in the event of 

infringements etc. on the Internet, in which are provided particular rules to enable that 

right holders obtain data that are necessary for pursuing infringements, and a procedure 

under which the court may order that access to a website shall be impeded or blocked for 

the reason that material that clearly infringes copyright or related rights is being 

extensively made available on the site. There was then also added to Section 38b a 

provision entitling organisations that fulfill the criteria for issuing licences that entail an 

extended collective licence, to make use of the rules in Chapter 7a.  These amendments 

entered into force July 1st 2013. 

2.    On that same date a new Chapter 28a in the Dispute Act – Right to information in case of 

infringement of intellectual property rights – entered into force. It contains rules according 

to which a court may, when there are reasonable grounds to believe that there has been 

infringement of intellectual property, order that the infringer disclose the origin of the 

infringing goods or services and the distribution network thereof. As concerns copyright 

and related right these rules apply only when the infringement concerns tangible objects.  

3. Additions to the Copyright Act Sections 25 and 45a – in force January 1st 2013 – due to the 

implementation of Directive 2010/13/EU (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) Article 15. 

4.     Implementation of Directive 2011/77/EU amending Directive 2006/116/EC on the term of 

protection of copyright and certain related rights.  These amendments to the Copyright Act 

entered into force January 1st 2015.  

5.    March 20th 2015 the Government presented a Bill to Parliament containing the following 

proposals for amendments to the Copyright Act:  

        –    Implementation of the Orphan Works Directive 2012/28/EU. 

– Amending Section 16a  Extended collective licence for the use of works in archives, 

libraries and museums so that it shall apply also to works of art and photographic works 

that have lawfully been made public (not only to published works). 

 

– Introduction of a contingent compulsory licence for the use of works in educational 

activities, such licence to be decided by a commission subject to the request of one of 
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the parties when the parties have not by way of negotiations or mediation reached an 

agreement that entails an extended collective licence as provided for in Section 13b. 

 

– Repeal of the subsidiary compulsory licence for the simultaneous and unaltered 

retransmission of broadcasts. 

 

– Introduction of a general extended collective licence provision (as opposed to the 

specified extended collective licence provisions) for “use within a specifically delineated 

field”, such licences to be subject to the organisation making the licence agreement 

fulfilling the criteria of representativeness and ministerial approval in regard to 

licensing use in such field, and the licence agreement permitting use only within a 

specifically delineated field.  

 

–     Repeal of Section 53 that provides for the establishment of a Council of Experts – 

Sakkyndig råd for åndsverker – which the Ministry is obliged to consult when dealing 

with moral rights issues. 

6.    Developments as regards cable transmission of broadcasting programs – whether cable 

transmission of programs that the cable operator has received in the form of an encrypted 

signal that is not made available to the public, qualifies as broadcasting or retransmission 

of broadcasts: In a judgement April 8th 2015 the Borgarting lagmannsrett (appeals court) in 

the case Norwaco vs. Get AS held that the cable transmission was an integral part of the 

primary broadcasting. 

7.    Two judgements re the obligation to pay remuneration to performing artists and 

phonogram producers for the public performance and the communication to the public of 

the sound fixations of the performances of performing artists as provided in the Copyright 

Act Section 45b (which corresponds to Article 8(2) in Directive 2006/115/EC on rental right 

and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of intellectual 

property):  

        –     Borgarting lagmannsrett (appeals court) in a judgement June 3rd 2014 held that car 

rental companies were not obliged to pay remuneration to Gramo (the organisation 

that manages the remuneration rights according to Section 45b) for the rental of cars 

that were equipped with radios. 

– Asker og Bærum tingrett (district court) in a judgement March 19th 2014 held that 

Telenor was obliged to pay remuneration to Gramo for providing music on hold as part 

of the switch board service to which Telenor’s customers may subscribe and for which 

Telenor’s server is used.  

8.  The Supreme Court in a judgement June 27th 2012 held that the chair Tripp Trapp was   

copyright protected and that the company that had been selling the chair Oliver was liable 
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for copyright infringement. The company was also held liable for the infringement of the 

moral rights of the designer of the chair, Peter Opsvik. 

9.  Two court cases regarding copyright protection of prefab dwelling houses have been 

finalised: 

      –     The maker of the prefab house Ambassadør – Norske Hus Boligsystem AS – claimed 

that its copyright had been infringed by the making of the design of a private dwelling 

house and by the ensuing construction of the house. The judgement of Frostating 

lagmannsrett (appeals court) according to which the prefab house was not copyright 

protected, was appealed to the Supreme Court which in a judgement June 4th 2013 

held – by a majority vote (3–2) – that the exterior of the prefab house was copyright 

protected. The Supreme Court admitted only the issue of whether the prefab house 

was copyright protected, and thus this issue was thereafter handled by Frostating 

lagmannsrett which in a judgement September 26th 2014 – by a majority vote (2–1) –

held that the copyright to the exterior design of the prefab house had been infringed.  

–     This same company – Norske Hus Boligsystem – is also the maker of the prefab houses 

Soria Moria and Napoleon. In a judgment July 4th 2013 Gulating lagmannsrett found 

that neither was copyright protected, but held the defendant liable for violation of the 

provision in the Marketing Control Act Section 30 according to which it is prohibited “in 

the course of trade to use copies of distinguishing marks, products, catalogues, 

advertising materials or other produced items in such a manner and under such 

circumstances that the use must be considered an unfair exploitation of the efforts or 

results of another person, and to present a risk of confusion”. 

10.  In a judgement January 24th 2014 Gulating lagmannsrett held that the repeated use that 

the newspaper Bergensavisen had made of photographs of a missing person did not 

infringe the rights of the photographer; regardless of the source from which the paper had 

acquired the photographs, the use was permitted under Section 27, second paragraph, 

according to which the Copyright Act does not prevent a work from being used in 

connection with a search, an investigation or as evidence.   


